Recent neural network approaches to summarization are largely either sentence-extractive, choosing a set of sentences as the summary, or abstractive, generating the summary from a seq2seq model. In this work, we present a neural model for single-document summarization based on joint extraction and compression. Following recent successful extractive models, we frame the summarization problem as a series of local decisions. Our model chooses sentences from the document and then decides which of a set of compression options to apply to each selected sentence. We compute this set of options using discrete compression rules based on syntactic constituency parses; however, our approach is modular and can flexibly use any available source of compressions. For learning, we construct oracle extractive-compressive summaries that reflect uncertainty over our model's decision sequence, then learn both of our components jointly with this supervision. Experimental results on the CNN/Daily Mail and New York Times datasets show that our model achieves the state-of-the-art performance on content selection evaluated by ROUGE. Moreover, human and manual evaluation show that our model's output generally remains grammatical.
Introduction
Neural network approaches to document summarization have ranged from purely extractive (Cheng and Lapata, 2016; Nallapati et al., 2017; Narayan et al., 2018) to abstractive (Rush et al., 2015; Nallapati et al., 2016; Chopra et al., 2016; See et al., 2017; Tan et al., 2017; Gehrmann et al., 2018) . Extractive systems are robust and straightforward to use. Abstractive systems are more flexible for varied summarization situations (Grusky et al., 2018) , but can make factual errors (Cao et al., 2018; or fall back on extraction in practice (See et al., 2017) . Extractive and compressive systems (Berg-Kirkpatrick et al., 2011; Woodsend and Lapata, 2011; Qian and Liu, 2013; Durrett et al., 2016) combine the strengths of both approaches. However, there has been little work studying neural network models for these approaches; past work in the neural domain has largely used abstractive-style sentence compression (Chen and Bansal, 2018) .
In this work, we propose a model that can combine the high performance of neural extractive systems, additional flexibility from compression, and interpretability given by having discrete compression options. Our model first encodes the source document and its sentences. It then sequentially selects a set of sentences to further compress. Each sentence has a set of compression options available that are selected to preserve meaning and grammaticality; these are derived from syntactic constituency parses and represent an expanded set of discrete options from prior work (Berg-Kirkpatrick et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2013; Durrett et al., 2016) . The neural model additionally scores and chooses which compressions to apply given the context of the document, the sentence, and the decoder model's recurrent state.
A principal challenge of dealing with extractive models is training, as gold standard reference summaries are unreachable. Past approaches have used reinforcement learning in combination with oracle pre-extraction (Narayan et al., 2018; Chen and Bansal, 2018) . We focus on identifying a set of high-quality oracle extractive-compressive summaries for each document, rather than using high-variance policy gradient training. We use beam search over oracle-compressed sentences to identify good sentences to extract; our decoder is allowed to select these in any order. We then derive oracle compression decisions for each sen-tence in the document through an additional refinement process. Our model's training objective combines these extractive and compressive components and learns them jointly.
We conduct experiments on a few single document news summarization datasets: CNN, Daily Mail (Hermann et al., 2015) , and the New York Times Annotated Corpus (Sandhaus, 2008) . Our model matches or exceeds the state-of-the-art on all of these datasets, achieving 41.7 ROUGE-1 F 1 on CNN/DM. Analyzing these results more deeply, we see the largest improvement on CNN (+2.4 ROUGE-F 1 over our extractive baseline) due to the more compressed nature of CNN summaries. We show that our model's compression threshold is robust across a range of settings yet tunable to give different-length summaries. Finally, we investigate the fluency and grammaticality of our compressed sentences. The human evaluation shows that our system yields generally grammatical output, with many remaining errors being attributed to the parser. 1 .
Background: Compression
Sentence compression is a long-studied problem dealing with how to delete the least critical information in a sentence to make it shorter Marcu, 2000, 2002; Martins and Smith, 2009; Cohn and Lapata, 2009; Wang et al., 2013; Li et al., 2014) . Many of these approaches are syntax-driven, though end-to-end neural models have been proposed as well (Filippova et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2017) .
Our syntax-driven approach follows a line of successful prior compressive summarization work with non-neural models (Berg-Kirkpatrick et al., 2011; Woodsend and Lapata, 2011) . Approaches based on linguistic preprocessing, including this and RST-based approaches (Carlson et al., 2001; Hirao et al., 2013; Li et al., 2016) , have several advantages. First, our model can learn which of the available compression options are most appropriate for the summarization task at hand, giving us more flexibility. 2 Second, the model's output is more interpretable and controllable, as we have an 1 The code, full model output, and the pre-trained model are available at https://github.com/ jiacheng-xu/neu-compression-sum 2 Directly learning to compress in an extractive summarization framework using gold summaries as supervision is challenging, as optimizing for ROUGE does not guarantee grammaticality. One generally would need to somehow optimize for grammaticality as well (Pasunuru and Bansal, 2018) . with their furry friends featuring well-known artists Figure 1 : Text compression example. In this case, "intimate", "well-known", "with their furry friends" and "featuring ... friends" are deletable given compression rules.
explicit compression threshold parameter and can curate the set of compressions we use. This is in contrast to abstractive summarization, where the decoder model is trained to exactly produce the target summary word by word. Such models are highly flexible, but factuality and correctness of the generated output are sometimes compromised.
Compression Rules
We refer to the rules derived in Li et al. (2014) ; Wang et al. (2013) ; Durrett et al. (2016) and design a concise set of syntactic rules including the removal of:
• Appositive noun phrases;
• Relative clauses and adverbial clauses;
• Adjective phrases in noun phrases, and adverbial phrases (see Figure 1 );
• Gerundive verb phrases as part of noun phrases (see Figure 1 );
• Prepositional phrases in certain configurations like on Monday;
• Content within parentheses and other parentheticals;
Each rule is formulated as a criterion matching a constituent based on its immediate syntactic environment and lexical environment. Figure 1 shows examples of several compression rules applied to a short snippet: we can delete adjectives, a prepositional phrase, and a gerundive verb phrase. All combinations of compressions maintain grammaticality, though some content is likely fairly important in this context (the VP and PP) and should not be deleted. Our model must learn not to delete these elements. While our rules aim to be effective and applicable to a wide range of corpora, it is difficult to achieve full cross-domain generality: for example, punctuation conventions for appositive noun phrases can alternate between "-", "-", and ",".
Too often cats can be overlooked in favour of their cuter canine counterparts.
But a new book, Artists And Their Cats, is putting felines back on the map.
Philadelphia-based artist and journalist Alison Nastasi has collated a collection of intimate portraits featuring well-known artists with their furry friends.
In this image, Spanish surrealist painter Salvador Dali poses with his cat Babou, a Colombian wild cat. Two layers of CNNs aggregate these into sentence representations h i and then the document representation v doc . This is fed into an attentive LSTM decoder which selects sentences based on the decoder state d and the representations h i , similar to a pointer network.
For this work, we consider our rules a proof-ofconcept solution; for specific domains or summarization applications, more finely-tuned sets of rules could lead to higher performance and be used in our framework seamlessly. This configurability is one advantage compared to a pre-trained compression model.
Model
Our model is a neural network model that encodes a source document, chooses sentences from that document, and selects discrete compression options. The model architecture of sentence extraction module and text compression module are shown in Figure 2 and 3. The training and the oracle construction of the model will be discussed in Section 4.
Extractive Sentence Selection
A single document consists of n sentences D = {s 1 , s 2 , · · · , s n }. The i-th sentence is denoted as s i = {w i1 , w i2 , · · · , w im } where w ij is the j-th word in s i . The content selection module learns to pick up a subset of D denoted asD = {ŝ 1 ,ŝ 2 , · · · ,ŝ k , |ŝ i ∈ D} where k sentences are selected.
Sentence & Document Encoder
We first use a bidirectional LSTM to encode words in each sentence in the document separately and then we apply multiple convolution layers and max pooling layers to extract the representation of every sentence. More specifically,
where h i is the representation of the i-th sentence in the document. This process is shown in the left side of Figure 2 illustrated in purple blocks. Previous work (Martins and Smith, 2009; Li et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2013; Durrett et al., 2016) used surface features including both word level (POS tags, stop words, position in the sentence, etc.) and sentence level (length, location, etc.) features while we only use neural networks to capture contextualized information.
After sentence encoding, we have the hidden representations h sent = {h 1 , h 2 , · · · , h n } for sentences D = {s 1 , s 2 , · · · , s n }. We then aggregate these sentence representations into a document representation v doc with a similar BiLSTM and CNN combination, shown in Figure 2 with orange blocks.
Decoding The decoding stage selects a number of sentences given the document representation v doc and sentences' representations h i . This process is depicted in the right half of Figure 2 . We use a sequential LSTM decoder where, at each time step, we take the representation h of the last selected sentence, the overall document vector v doc , and the recurrent state d t−1 , and produce a distribution over all of the remaining sentence representations excluding those already selected. This approach resembles pointer network-style approaches used in past work .
More formally, the recurrence is defined as
where h k is the representation of the sentence selected at time step t − 1. d t−1 is the decoding hidden state from last time step. W d , W h , W m and parameters in LSTM are learned. Once a sentence Philadelphia … well-known artists with their furry friends .
Contextualized Encoder

……
; ; is selected, it cannot be selected again. 3
Text Compression
After selecting the sentences, the text compression module evaluates our discrete compression options and decides whether to remove certain phrases or words in the selected sentences. Figure 3 shows an example of this process for deciding whether or not to delete a PP in this sentence. This PP was marked as deletable based on rules described in Section 2. Our network then encodes this sentence and the compression, combines this information with the document context v doc and decoding context h dec , and uses a feedforward network to decide whether or not to delete the span. Let C i = {c i1 , · · · , c il } denote the possible compression spans derived from the rules described in Section 2. Let y i,c be a binary variable equal to 1 if we are deleting the cth option of the ith sentence. Our text compression module models p(y i,c |D,ŝ) as described in the following section.
Compression Encoder
We use a contextualized encoder to encode the whole sentence. In this paper, we use ELMo (Peters et al., 2018) as a black box to compute contextualized word representations. We then use convolutional neural networks with max pooling to encode the sentence (shown in blue in Figure 3 ) and the candidate compression (shown in light green in Figure 3 ). The sentence
representation v sent and the compression span representation v comp are concatenated with the hidden state in sentence decoder h dec and the document representation v doc . 4
Compression Classifier We feed the concatenated representation to a feedforward neural network to predict whether the compression span should be deleted or kept, which is formulated as a binary classification problem. This classifier computes the final probability p(y i,c |h dec , v doc , c, s i )
The overall probability of a summary (ŝ,ŷ) is then:
Heuristic Deduplication Inspired by the trigram avoidance trick proposed in Paulus et al. (2018) to reduce redundancy, we take full advantage of our linguistically motivated compression rules and the constituent parse tree and allow our model to compress deletable chunks with redundant information. In our example in Figure 1 , the word intimate actually appears several times throughout the document and in the reference summary, the phrase intimate portraits is intentionally abbreviated as portraits. Typically, readers can understand what is meant in cases like this as long as the possibly compressed words appear somewhere. We, therefore, take our model's output and apply a postprocessing stage where we remove any compression option whose unigrams are completely covered elsewhere in the summary. We perform this compression after the model prediction and compression.
Training
Our model makes a series of sentence extraction decisionsŝ and then compression decisionsŷ. To supervise it, we need to derive gold-standard labels for these decisions. Depending on which sentences are extracted, different compression decisions may be optimal; however, re-deriving these with a dynamic oracle (Goldberg and Nivre, 2012) is prohibitively expensive during training. We therefore find a "compromise" set of compression decisions for each sentence in the document, so we Reference: Artist and journalist Alison Nastasi put together the portrait collection. Also features images of Picasso, Frida Kahlo, and John Lennon. Reveals quaint personality traits shared between artists and their felines. Document: ... Philadelphia-based artist and journalist Alison Nastasi has collated a collection of intimate portraits featuring well-known artists with their furry friends. ... can appropriately supervise the compression layer no matter what sentences are extracted.
Compression
Oracle Construction
Extractive Oracle An oracle for purely extractive summarization consists of a set of sentences with the highest possible ROUGE score. ILP-based approaches can exactly optimize for ROUGE recall given a reference summary (Gillick and Favre, 2009; Berg-Kirkpatrick et al., 2011) ; however, exactly doing this optimization for ROUGE F 1 is intractable 5 and generally takes time O(n k ) to select k out of n sentences. We therefore identify an oracle with a beam search procedure inspired by Maximal Marginal Relevance (MMR) (Carbonell and Goldstein, 1998) . For each additional sentence we propose to add, we compute a heuristic cost equal to the ROUGE score of a given sentence with respect to the reference summary. When pruning states, we calculate the ROUGE score of the combination of sentences currently selected and sort in descending order. Let the beam width be β. The time complexity of the approximate approach is O(nkβ) where in practice k n and β n. We set β = 8 and n = 30 which means we only consider the first 30 sentences in the document.
Joint Extractive & Compressive Oracle
The extractive oracle we just described does not take compression into account. One can imagine that 5 Computing precision requires dividing by the number of selected words, making the objective no longer linear. Our approach factors these decisions in a heuristic but effective way. Let s 0 i denote the original ith sentence. Let s k i denote the ith sentence with the optimal set of k compression options applied, as measured by ROUGE gain on that sentence with that compression option applied. To compute our sentence extractive oracle, we change our candidate sentences pool to {s 1 i }, the set of sentences with one compression being applied to each. 6 We then follow the same beam search procedure that was used to choose the extractive oracle.
Compression
Label With a set of "compression-aware" sentence labels s * , we now need to compute the truly optimal compression decisions. For each compression option, we calculate the ROUGE score of the sentence that contains it before and after the compression is applied. Any option that increases ROUGE is treated as a compression that should be applied. When calculating this ROUGE value, we remove stop words, stem, and handle redundant words in the sentence. Empirically, this approach led to a good balance of positive-and negative-labeled compressions. Having a somewhat balanced set is critical to making the compression labels learnable so that the model can apply compression appropriately.
The fraction of positive and negative labels assigned to compression options is shown for each of the three datasets in Table 2 . CNN appears to feature more compression than the other datasets. However, the compression decisions are reasonably balanced between positive and negative in all three settings.
Learning Objective
Often, many oracle summaries achieve similar ROUGE values. We therefore want to avoid committing to a single oracle summary for the learning process. As a result, we can generate m extractive oracles s * i ; let s * i,t denote the gold sentence for the i-th oracle at timestep t. Past work (Narayan et al., 2018; Chen and Bansal, 2018) has employed policy gradient in this setting to optimize directly for ROUGE. However, because oracle summaries usually have very similar ROUGE scores, we choose to simplify this objective as follows:
Put another way, we optimize the log likelihood averaged across m different oracles to ensure that each has high likelihood. We use m = 5 oracles during training. We also don't require our model to necessarily produce the oracle sentences in the correct order. At each step of training, we maximize the marginal log likelihood of extracting any correct future sentence:
We found that this more flexible objective improved our model's learnability. The learning of the compression module is a binary classification problem.
where p(y * i,c ) is the probability of the target decision for the c-th compression options of the i-th sentence.
The joint loss function is L = L sent + αL comp . We set α = 1 in practice. 5 Experimental Setup
Datasets
We evaluate the proposed method on three popular news summarization datasets: the New York Times corpus (Sandhaus, 2008) , CNN and Dailymail (DM) (Hermann et al., 2015) . We preprocess the datasets with the scripts provided by See et al. (2017) , which uses Stanford CoreNLP tokenization Manning et al. (2014) . We use the non-anonymized version of the CNN/DM as in previous summarization work. For the New York Times Corpus, we filter out the examples with abstracts shorter than 50 words following the criteria in (Durrett et al., 2016) , yielding the NYT50 dataset. The statistics of the datasets are listed in Table 3 . During sentence selection, we always select 3 sentences for CNN/DM and 5 sentences for NYT, which gave the best performance. For our syntactic analysis, all datasets are parsed with the constituency parser in Stanford CoreNLP (Manning et al., 2014) .
Models
We present several variants of our model to show how extraction and compression work jointly. In extractive summarization, the LEAD baseline (first k sentences) is a strong baseline due to how newswire articles are written. LEADDEDUP is a non-learned baseline that uses our heuristic deduplication technique on the lead sentences. LEAD-COMP is a compression only model where compression is performed on the lead sentences. This shows the effectiveness of the compression module in isolation rather than in the context of abstraction. EXTRACTION is the extraction only model. JECS is the full Joint Extractive and Compressive Summarizer.
We compare our model with various abstractive and extractive summarization models. NeuSum ) uses a seq2seq model to predict a sequence of sentences indices to be picked (See et al., 2017) 40.3 17.7 36.6 ------Lead Neusum 40.2 17.7 36.5 ------Lead BanditSum (Dong et al., 2018) 40.0 17.5 36. up from the document. Our extractive approach is most similar to this model. Refresh (Narayan et al., 2018) is a sentence ranking based extractive summarization model. BanditSum (Dong et al., 2018) treats extractive summarization as a contextual bandit problem. LatSum proposed a latent variable extractive model with an additional abstractive compression module. We also compare with some abstractive models. PointGenCov (See et al., 2017) is an abstractive model with copy and coverage mechanisms. FARS (Chen and Bansal, 2018) proposed an abstractive rewriting model on top of extractive sentence selection. CBDec (Jiang and Bansal, 2018) is an abstractive seq2seq model with some improvement on the decoder.
Implementation Details
We use the same pretrained word embeddings used in (Narayan et al., 2018) . The size of the sentence and document representation vectors is 200. For the compression module, we use ELMo as the contextualized encoder without fine-tuning the parameter and project the vectors back to 200 dimensions after the ELMo layer. Dropout is applied after word embedding layers and LSTM layers at a rate of 0.2. We use the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with the initial learning rate at 0.001. The model converges after 2 epochs of training.
Evaluation Metrics
We use ROUGE (Lin, 2004) for evaluation. 7 During oracle construction, we use simplified unigram and bigram F 1 scores as a faster approximation to the full ROUGE.
Results
We evaluate our model on two axes. First, for content selection, we use ROUGE as is standard; this allows for extensive comparison with prior work. Second, we evaluate the grammaticality of our model to ensure that it is not substantially damaged by compression. Following past work, we use human evaluators and have them focus on this task rather than assessing overall summary quality (Gillick and Liu, 2010) . Table 4 shows the experimental results on CNN/DM. First, we list LEAD baselines reported in each paper as a point of reference for comparison, since different authors use slightly different tokenization or ROUGE arguments. In the following rows, we list the performance of competitor models on these datasets. Starred models are evaluated according to our ROUGE metrics; numbers very closely match the originally reported results.
Content Selection on CNN/DM
Our models yield strong performance compared to these approaches. Our basic EXTRACTION achieves comparable results to past successful ex- tractive approaches. JECS improves on this across the datasets. However, we note a striking difference between our performance on CNN and on Daily Mail, with all compressive models giving bigger benefits on CNN compared to Daily Mail (+2.4 ROUGE-1 F 1 from compression vs. +1.0 ROUGE-1 F 1 ). A possible reason is suggested by Table 3 , where CNN has significantly shorter summaries overall. This suggests that compression, while useful, will have its benefits more clearly apparent in evaluation on certain datasets. Second, we note that compression is somewhat effective in isolation, as shown by the performance of LEADDEDUP and LEADCOMP. But we also note that these techniques in isolation give less benefit (on top of LEAD) than when combined with the extractive model (JECS) in our joint framework.
Our model slightly underperforms on ROUGE-2 in some cases. One possible reason is that we remove stop words when constructing our oracles, which could underestimate the importance of bigrams containing stopwords for evaluation.
Finally, we note that our compressive approach substantially outperforms the compressionaugmented LatSum model. That model used a separate seq2seq model for rewriting, which is potentially harder to learn than our compression model and which is not learned jointly with the extraction. Table 6 : Human evaluation results from Mechanical Turk. Turkers rated summaries on a scale from 1 to 10. We report the mean and the 95% confidence interval of the ratings.
Content Selection on NYT
Grammaticality
We evaluate grammaticality in two ways: using Amazon Mechanical Turk following prior work (Gillick and Liu, 2010; Durrett et al., 2016) and with manual analysis.
Human Evaluation We first conduct the human evaluation on Amazon Mechanical Turk platform. Our prompt is shown in the Appendix. We ask Turkers to rate grammaticality on a scale from 1 to 10. We compare four models: our EXTRACTIVE model, our full JECS model, and the PointGen-Cov of See et al. (2017) . We also propose another baseline, EXTRACTDROPOUT, which randomly drops 10% of the words in a sentence rounded down (so one token will be dropped if the length of the sentence ranges from 10 to 19). We sampled 400 sentences from each of the four models; each sentence of every model is rated by 3 Turkers in isolation, not evaluated in the context of the whole summary.
The results are shown in Table 6 . EXTRAC-TIONDROPOUT has the lowest performance, and all other systems are very close. It appears that Turkers are sensitive enough to pick up on randomly dropped words, and our system performs better than that. One possible reason for overall low scores is that we lowercased all words to be comparable to the output of See et al. (2017) , which may have thrown off Turkers despite the provided instructions.
Manual Error Analysis Our model's errors may be sub-threshold for Turkers. To get a better sense of our model's output from an expert standpoint, we conduct a manual analysis of our applied compressions to get a sense of how many are valid. We manually examined 40 model summaries, comparing the output with the raw sentences before compression, and identified the following errors:
3. 3 other errors including the partial deletion of slang, inappropriate PP attachment deletion, and miscellaneous mistakes like students [first], athletes [second].
Improving the parser could therefore improve grammaticality, along with a strengthened, more semantically-aware set of compression rules. One advantage of our approach is that compression is a modular part of the summarization system, so we believe these components could be improved to address these errors without disrupting the effectiveness of the rest of the system.
Compression Analysis
Compression Threshold
Compression in our model is an imbalanced binary classification problem. The natural classification threshold (probability of DEL > 0.5) may not be optimal, as the model's behavior depends on the length of the reference summaries, how many sentences are extracted, and how the oracle is constructed. We experiment with varying the classification threshold from 0 (no deletion, only heuristic deduplication) to 1 (all compressible pieces removed). The results on CNN are shown in Figure 4 . We present the average of ROUGE-1, -2 and -L of the outcome sentences as an aggregate metric. The dotted horizontal line shows the ROUGE value of the extractive baseline. The model achieves the best performance at 0.45 but performs well in a wide range from 0.3 to 0.55. Our compression is therefore robust yet also provides a controllable parameter to change the amount of compression in produced summaries.
Compression Type Analysis
We further break down the types of compressions used in the model. There are two pertinent questions: first, what compressions are available to the model? Second, what compressions actually get chosen? Table 7 answers this first question. We see that a variety of syntactic constituents are available for compression with high frequency. Table 7 , with more JJs getting picked up relative to PPs. PPs are often compressed by the deduplication mechanism because the compressible PPs tend to be temporal and location adjuncts, which may be redundant across sentences. Without the manual deduplication mechanism, our model matches the ground truth around 80% of the time. However, a low accuracy here may not actually cause a low final ROUGE score, as many compression choices only affect the final ROUGE score by a small amount.
Related Work
Neural Extractive Summarization Neural networks have shown to be effective in extractive summarization. Past approaches have structured the decision either as binary classification over sentences (Cheng and Lapata, 2016; Nallapati et al., 2017) or classification followed by ranking (Narayan et al., 2018) . used a seq-to-seq decoder instead. For our model, text compression forms a module largely orthogonal to the extraction module, although the joint ora- Table 8 : The compressions actually used by our model on CNN; average lengths and the fraction of that constituency type among compressions taken by our model. Comp Acc indicates how frequently that compression was taken by the oracle; note that error, especially keeping constituents that we shouldn't, may have minimal impact on summary quality. Dedup indicates the percentage of chosen compressions which arise from deduplication as opposed to model prediction. Many PPs are removed in this process contrary to what the oracle states.
cle and joint learning are used in our best model. Additional improvements to extractive modeling might therefore be expected to stack with our approach.
Syntactic Compression Prior to the explosion of neural models for summarization, syntactic compression was relatively more common. Martins and Smith (2009) cast joint extraction and compression as an ILP and used dependency parsing information in their model. Woodsend and Lapata (2011) induced a quasi-synchronous grammar from Wikipedia for compression. Several systems explored the usage of constituency parses (Berg-Kirkpatrick et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2013; Li et al., 2014) as well as RST-based approaches (Hirao et al., 2013; Durrett et al., 2016) . Our approach follows in this vein but could be combined with more sophisticated neural text compression methods as well. Filippova et al. (2015) presented an LSTM approach to deletionbased sentence compression. Miao and Blunsom (2016) proposed a deep generative model for text compression. explored the compression module after the extraction model but the separation of these two modules hurt the performance.
Neural Text Compression
Conclusion
In this work, we presented a neural network model for extractive and compressive summarization. Our model consists of a sentence extraction model joined with a compression classifier that decides whether or not to delete syntax-derived com-pression options for each sentence. Training the model involves finding an oracle set of extraction and compression decision with high score, which we do through a combination of a beam search procedure and heuristics. Our model outperforms past work on the CNN/Daily Mail corpus in terms of ROUGE, achieves substantial gains over the extractive model, and appears to have acceptable grammaticality according to human evaluations.
